
WAYS OF CURATING
On Life, Art, and Knowledge

Interintellect salon host: Patricia Hurducas



Curare (Latin)

To arrange, see to, attend to, take care of, ensure
To heal, cure

To govern, command
To undertake, procure

How do we curate (our)     
objects|ideas|knowledge|texts 
so that we can create and 
design the experience we 
want?

https://www.wordsense.eu/arrange/
https://www.wordsense.eu/see_to/
https://www.wordsense.eu/attend/
https://www.wordsense.eu/take/
https://www.wordsense.eu/care/
https://www.wordsense.eu/ensure/
https://www.wordsense.eu/heal/
https://www.wordsense.eu/cure/
https://www.wordsense.eu/govern/
https://www.wordsense.eu/command/
https://www.wordsense.eu/undertake/
https://www.wordsense.eu/procure/




Q1. Tell us about yourself.

Q2. Imagine owning your own gallery (a large empty 
room of 40 square meters). What objects would you 
display in this room? How would you 
change/upgrade/modify the room?



What is a Curator?



Models of Curation



Art Curation







"Do it" began in Paris in 1993 as a conversation between Obrist and the artists Christian Boltanski and 

Bertrand Lavier. Obrist was concerned with how exhibition formats could be rendered more flexible and 

open-ended— an "art for all" expansion into other circuits, which encourage greater levels of participation 

and interaction on the part of the audience.

Page 49 from Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Curating
“This was already a theme in my exhibition “do it” - the instruction, not the object, is the work.”



https://drive.google.com/file/d/13wG2OHYOqcebNYYFt-rjmD5z1qkXV0Zq/view








Do not See Do not Hear Do not Speak (2006)
Shilpa Gupta





Shilpa Gupta’s installation For, in Your Tongue, I Can Not Hide - 100 Jailed Poets, featured 
the works of dead poets who were imprisoned either for their poetry or politics.





Tamayo Museum - Mexico 









 Digital Curation

Digital curation is the selection,[1] preservation, maintenance, collection and archiving of 
digital assets.[2][3][4] Digital curation establishes, maintains and adds value to repositories of 
digital data for present and future use.[3] This is often accomplished by archivists, librarians, 
scientists, historians, and scholars. Enterprises are starting to use digital curation to improve 
the quality of information and data within their operational and strategic processes.[5] 
Successful digital curation will mitigate digital obsolescence, keeping the information 
accessible to users indefinitely. Digital curation includes digital asset management, data 
curation, digital preservation, and electronic records management.[6] (Wikipedia)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-ALA,_Scime-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preservation_(library_and_archival_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archiving
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-paper-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-dccdefn-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-:3-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-dccdefn-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_curation#cite_note-6
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Curation and Books | Our Libraries & Antilibraries 

4,213 Cigarette Stubs in The Museum of Innocence



The Museum of Innocence

“I wanted to collect and exhibit the 'real' objects of a fictional story in a 
museum and to write a novel based on these objects,” he said.[3] Pamuk 
states that some of the objects displayed in the museum are from family and 
friends, while others were found elsewhere in Istanbul, or collected from 
around the world.[3] However, he has not specified which of the objects are 
directly linked to his own life; he maintains that the narrative of the museum 
should reflect that of the novel and not his own, having stated that, “This is 
not Orhan Pamuk’s museum.”[4] (Wikipedia)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Museum_of_Innocence_(museum)#cite_note-objects-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Museum_of_Innocence_(museum)#cite_note-objects-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Museum_of_Innocence_(museum)#cite_note-kennedy-4


5 Books 



Thank You



Questions


